
1/  What is a Pen Tablet?

• A Pen Tablet or Graphics Tablet  is a Human 

Interface Device allowing us to Provide input 

to Applications. Instead of  a Mouse  or  

Keyboard, a Pen or Stylus is used to send input 

information via a mapped  working surface.



2/ How does it work?

• A graphics tablet or digitizer is a computer input 

device that enables a user to hand-draw images and 

graphics, similar to the way a person draws images 

with a pencil and paper. These tablets may also be 

used to capture data or handwritten signatures. It can 

also be used to trace an image from a piece of paper 

which is taped or otherwise secured to the surface. 

Capturing data in this way, either by tracing or 

entering the corners of linear poly-lines or shapes is 

called digitizing.



• The device consists of a flat surface upon which the user may "draw" or 
trace an image using an attached stylus, a pen-like drawing apparatus. The 
image generally does not appear on the tablet itself but, rather, is displayed 
on the computer monitor.

• Some tablets are intended as a general replacement for a mouse as the 
primary pointing and navigation device for desktop computers.

• Instead of  moving a mouse on a table top or mouse pad  you 
control the Cursor  by moving a pointing device  generally referred to 
as a Pen over the active area of the Tablet. This active area is
precisely mapped to your Computer Monitor.



3/ How is it better than a 
Mouse?

• A pen Tablet allows you to Precisely 
control Positioning and Movement of your 
Cursor . This extra Precision is most 
apparent when you are making a selection 
with the Lasso tool in Photo Editing 
software or Drawing Freehand in a 
Graphics Application. 



Selection with the Lasso Tool



• Very handy for making precise and 
personal watermarks on photos, your 
signature for instance. 



• Very handy for making precise and 
personal watermarks on photos, your 
signature for instance. 



4/ Are some things easier to do 
with a Mouse than a Pen Tablet?

• Certainly; all aspects of life involve Compromise and so 
of course gaining an advantage in one area will cost you 
in another. I find it much easier to perform some 
functions, like turning an enhancement off and on for 
Comparison sake, with a Mouse rather than the Stylus.

• Also it is often easier to set an enhancement to the level 
you want with a mouse click and the up down arrow 
Keys rather than a slider.

• As such some manufacturers provide a Mouse, in 
addition to the Stylus, for use with the Tablet. It might 
involve as many as five programmable buttons and a 
scroll wheel .



Mouse Functions



5/ Do Tablets offer other 
Advantages or Features? 

• That would depend on the Tablet in 
question.  At the most basic level no, they 
would be just a pointing device . More 
advanced units would include several 
programmable buttons on the pen [ left 
click right click or keystrokes possibly an 
Eraser function etc]



Pen Functions



• Some units might have express keys on the 
tablet frame and some might involve extra 
program menus within the application. Because 
they utilize Keystrokes  to send commands, 2 or 
more commands can be combined together in 
one Express Key or Radial Menu Command

• For example  zooming to 100% then opening 
your favourite spot removal tool to eliminate dust 
spots

• Or after cropping opening a Size Resolution step 
followed by an Output Sharpening step



Express Key  info



Touch Ring Functions



Top Radial Menu



Tools Radial Menu



• The most basic  units  probably include  some pressure 
controls  [ pressing harder  might increase  the size of 
your pen stroke or brush stroke or with some 
applications opacity perhaps ] some pens might be able 
to change the shape of the pen footprint based on angle 
[ oval instead of circular] though this  feature is often 
dependant on the capabilities of your applications 

• The following frames display  Pressure controls in PS 
Elements

• None , Size, Opacity, Roundness, Scatter, Hue Jitter







• One real advantage of using a capable 
Tablet is you can avoid the repetitive 
nature of  leaving your work to open a 
menu option or  change  a feature like 
brush size or opacity.

• You can keep your hands around the 
working surface and then efficiency and 
speed are both improved.



Radial Menu under your stylus





New Levels & Curves  step



• the Previous 3 frames show  the radial menu 
under the Stylus  ; same frame after the Levels 
and Curves  button selected and the other 
monitor after a new levels and curves step was 
opened as a result of clicking the L&C button

• Some tablets can be set up to access 2 monitors 
at once or toggled from both to either one  for  
either general use   or  specifically to your edit 
window



Display Toggle  function



6/ Pen Tablets come in many sizes. 
Does Size Matter?

• The size of the tablet working surface does contribute to 
accuracy. The larger your Tablet the further you have to 
move your hand and the pen to achieve a given 
movement of the cursor and this minimizes the effect of 
any variations from the intended path. 

• In addition some tablets may have a precision mode 
where movement of the pen has to be much greater for 
the same movement of the cursor. This is a very big help 
when precise  selections are required for Photo Editing.

• Precision mode limits mapping to about ¼ to 1/3 of the 
monitor screen with our Tablet.



Adding to Selection with Precision 
Mode



7/ Why are some more expensive 
than other units?

• Price is based on Tablet size as well as the extra features built into 
the package 

• Bare bones systems can be had for as little as $80
• Wireless instead of USB Computer Connections
• Wireless versus wired Stylus
• Programmable Express Keys
• Extra Programmable menus 
• Distinct Program Options for many applications  [ Lightroom, 

Capture NX, Photoshop, Elements, Aperture etc can all have unique 
programmed features ] all instantly available  as you switch 
applications

• One of the latest additions is some touch screen capability  where 
hand gestures can be programmed to perform a function like 
zooming in or out or selecting a menu item or rotating the Canvas

• Another newer design has the tablet built into an LCD monitor`



8/ Who Makes the Best Tablet?

• That depends on the user. Much like our 
cameras in the long run one maker is as 
good as another though for a specific 
function, one might perform better than 
another.

• Aiptek Wacom and Digipro are three better 
known manufacturers 



9/ How do I compare tablets from 
different manufacturers?

• Go to the manufacturer’s website or a website that sells the units and do 
some research.

• You should be able to find a Specifications section on any tablet that 
interests you.

• Things to look for
• Resolution in Lines per inch or Lines per CM [ more is better]
• Pen accuracy in inches or  mm  [.01 in or .25 mm perhaps; less is better ]
• Physical size and size of the active area
• Pressure levels 
• Tilt sensitivity
• Display toggle 
• Precision mode 
• Other features like express keys, touch ring, application specific settings,
• Connection type etc etc



10/ resources

• http://graphicssoft.about.com/od/aboutgra
phics/a/graphicstablets.htm

• http://www.squidoo.com/graphics-tablet-
choose

• http://www.pcadvisor.co.uk/reviews/tablets
/55/

• http://www.wacom.com/



• In Summary Pen tablets can offer up to 4 advantages  in  
Post Processing Digital Photographs

• Improved Precision and control with Selection tools

• Ability to alter how enhancements are applied to the 
image with Pressure Sensitive controls

• Ability to control how  enhancements are applied to the 
image with Tilt Sensitivity

• The capability to utilize Keyboard shortcuts  to place 
your most used tools at your fingertips or under your pen 
Which makes your workflow  Smoother Faster and More 
Efficient


